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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Time Stamp:

54:50: John Root discusses the "Uniform Commercial Code", 
& also Larger Strategy for Creating a Better Society. 

59:33: John Concludes, & Brad Returns. 

1:00:40: Charles Introduces his Critique of Bill's Prioritizing "UCC Strategy".

1:09:00: Charles Concludes, asking for Response from Bill;
but Mike from California Interrupts, & gains Brads approval, 
to present Mike's Commentary, generally supportive of the views of Charles. 
 
1:12:35: Mike Concludes his Commentary, Yields; 
& Bill begins his Response to the Critiques of Charles & Mike. 

1:29:55: Charles Interrupts Bill, & asks that we both avoid "Pontificating";
& Charles asks Bill for Opportunity for Charles to present counter-points.

1:30:10: Brad Interrupts; & points to Charles & Mike, that, 
a Massachusetts Conference Call Is currently Promoting 
the Organizing of our Self-Governing Communities, 
as both Charles & Mike were so advocating.  

1:31:50: Brad yields the floor to Charles, 
& Charles briefly asks Bill for Response to Charles Proposal that Bill & Charles Share "Back & Forth 
Discussion", & (again) that both of them avoid dis-respectfully "Pontificating",  all so that a Consensus 
on Larger-Picture Strategy might be formed. 

1:32:10: Brad prompts Bill for a response.

1:32:14: Bill replies, & there-in registers his first objection to Charles Implication that Bill has been 
engaging in "Pontificating"; & there-in Bill boldly declares that he "does not engage in Pontificating to 
any-one except to God him-self".

1:32:22: Brad affirms that opportunity in this conference will be given for Charles & Bill to engage on 
"back & forth" discussion.

1:32:30: Charles begins focusing discussion, by Questioning Bill,  on If Bill Admits to Prioritizing 
Investing of this group's Time & Energy by Searching for Remedies Only through the group's use of 
the "Uniform Commercial Code".



1:32:53: Bill replied by Denying the proposition in the manner in which Charles had presented it.
Bill admits the UCC is "Just a Tool, like a drill or a hammer"; & Bill continues on by declaring that 
"There is No Other Tool Available in the Country ...".

Bill continues on by Admitting that, many tools, including his preferred UCC-Code tools, "Are Evil".
Bill focuses nicely on Securing "Defaults", thru "Failure to Respond" to the issues which we are 
raising; & there-under us claiming an "E stopple", as recognizable under their evil laws. 

1:36:40: Charles Interrupts Bill; & asks for opportunity for "more back & forth discussion,
rather than Pontificating".

1:36:52: Bill declares "Excuse me for the rest of the evening";
& Bill promptly there-after hung-up his phone's connection to the conference. 

1:37:05: Mike from California again asks for the floor & speaks.
 
1:40:30: Charles Interrupts Mike, 

1:48:00: Brad Interrupts Mike. 
Brad re-affirms the Massachusetts Conference as a Forum for Discussing Local Community 
Empowerment. Brad again emphasizes the Need for All Participants to Show "Respect" to all others.

1:52:45: Charles again speaks about "Priorities", as respectful of "Due Process of Law".

1:55:45: Brad accused Charles of making the statement that "every-one must agree to your point of 
view"; & "please do not try to tell any of us that we must believe the way you believe". 
Charles replied by asking brad to quote the specific words of Charles which Brad interpreted & 
summarized in that manner; & Charles further informed Brad of Charles belief, that, technically 
speaking, Charles did Not Say what Brad said that Charles Said.
Brad responded by pointing to our lack of remaining time in our call, & there-under evaded quoting the
specific words which Brad believed supported his accusation; but Brad did direct Charles & the 
community to review the recording which Brad inferred would support Brad's accusation.   

Brad did add further to his accusation, by saying also that, Charles did tell Bill that Bill "needed to 
change his beliefs".
Charles replied, by saying, "I think you are misinterpreting my words, Brad".

Brad summarized that his main concern was only that we all constantly strive to "Show Respect" for 
each other.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charles Stewart of Coleman Texas is the persona who Transcribed these Notes; & I humbly Invite All 
Parties to Inform Me of Any Errors that I might have included in this transcription.


